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Abstract other bunch. That is, there sre no interactions
between macroparticles in non-overlapping slices

Recent B-factory proposals !'2 that use a linac beam because the beams are relativistic.

, colliding with the besm from s storage ring to s_.hieve 5. The total luminosity is the sum of the individual
high luminosities (L > 10s4 cm-3sec -_) result in very luminosities due to the collision of the individual

high disruption of the linac beam. The effects of such high macroparticles.
disruption have been studied using the relativistic, 3-D
code SWARM. We discuss the assumptions, parameters, 6. The charge distribution in the bunch is parabolic
and results of a series of runs that model such collisions, longitudinally and gaussian in both transverse di-
Regimes of high besm loss and methods to avoid them mensions.
are also discussed.

Fig. 1 is a schematic of the model.

Introduction The impulse delivered between two relativistic point
charges goes inversely as the impact parameter. If two

Colliding beam experiments using a positron beam relativistic distributions of charge interact, and they do
stored in a storage ring require that the electrons do not not overlap spatially, likewise the total impulse delivered
destabilize the positrons because of the coUision. This re- goes inversely with separation of the centers of the distri-
quirement is summarized in the constraint that the beam- buttons. If the macroparticles represent distributions sz-
beam tune shift of the store ,_ positrons remains low. Most imuthally symmetrical about their centers, by symmetry

the impulse delivered vanishes linearly with the separa-B-factory designs require the beam-beam tune shift to re-
main under < 0.06. tion between the centers. Therefore, a force law between

- macroparticles consistent with bor h these limiting behav-
iors is:

In this study we investigated collisions where the
positron bunch and the electron bunch have parameters
typical of linac-storage ring B-factory designs. In the F = ar (1)
first section we discuss the assumptions of the model, the (1 -_ br'-)
forces, and the luminosity calculations. In the second sec-
tion we confirm the pinching discusstd in Bef. 3. In the where r is the distance between the cel_ters of lhc macro
third section we discuss a matching procedure that re- particles, b = l/a^f 2, _^r characterizes the radius of the
duces the pinching, and hence the beam-beam tune shift macroparticle, and a is proportional to the macroparticle

charge. The macroparticle radius _,_t provides a short
of the circulating positrons. These results show that large
electron disruptio1_ may be consistent with small positron distance cutoff, i. e., ii reduces unphysical collisional dif-
tune shift, a necessary condition to achieve high luminos- fusion due to short wave noise in the model, much as finite
ity in adisruption assymetric" collidiag bean, B-Factories. grids in more common PIC simulations smooth shortwave

fluctuations, lt is important that the results of a calcu-

Buic Assumptions iation be independent of _M for that calculation to be
significant.

There sre six main assumptions made in this model:
The total charge of the bunch is divided among the

1. The beams are relativistic. 4 macroparticles in the following fashion: the longitudinal

2. The bunches can be characterized by thin trans- charge is parabolic about the center of the beam bunchand Gaussian in both transverse directions.
verse slices randomly populated by groups of psr-

. tides called macropsrticles.
The initial coordinates of the macropar_icles are ra_l-

3. The force between two macropsrticles is zero when dora within each slice. At each step in the iteration, the

the distance between them is zero, linearly in- positiotl of each macroparticle is changed due to the in-
• creases to the "radius" of the macroparticle, and tegrated forces on thai macroparticle.

decreases as 1/r for distances greater than the
radius.

• This work was supported by the II. S. Departmen!
4. When the bunches overlap, the force on ally macro- of Energy under con/raft DE-A(_05.84ER4nl._0.

particle in a given slice is the sum of forces from _ Now at th_ Stanford Linear Accelerat,_r ('enter,
the macroparticles in the overlapping slice in the Sta, ford University, Stanford, CA 9430._,



_0 _ _ i S _ on Mode ] Regh,,esoi'highbea,nloss
._ In an earlier 2-D models, individllal electrons were

e _ "_ _ tracked through s positron bunch. Here we report full

(1) ( : 3-D calculations that track ali the macroparticles in an
electron bunch through the positro,_ bunch.

bunch
i

These calculations confirm earlier results s that un-
c I _ c L r o n s der certain conditions, fhe electron bunch pinches near

the front of the positroL, bunch. Fig. 2 illustrates tile

, effect. Positrons caught at the pinch point, which is sta.
S I I c tionary in the positron bunch, have st tune shift greater

c ] e than 0.06. Therefore, if uncorrected, hard pinches would

Fig. I The bunches are divided into slices, each slice quickly destroy the positron bunch.
has randomly distributed macroparticles con-
raining the charged particle0. The overall be- Slice r,n._(x) _rot,i,lflI lle IP
hsvior of the particles in the bunch is approxi- in .lid: .as 00w h am

mated by the behavior of the macroparticles. IO .... I _''" _ '1 .... J.... 1"_-' ' 1''_: t

The luminosity is calculated by the evaluating the
overlap integral: s ' """

= j'e2cI nln2d.cdpdzdt (2) _L
J x

f_ is the collision frequency, c is the speed of light, ni and
n_ are the particle densities in the two bunches, and the _ 4
integration is over the collision region and over the time

of collision. If 2

,,,_(x) = _]]]q,n,_o_,.o(X- x.,) (3) ' --

- _ -, -ns o o,_ t ,_

where n,,ac,-o(x) is the normalized macroparticle density IR (in Irsctsons of o,n)

function, and q, is the number of particles per macropar-
tide. Eqn. 2 is evaluated by performing the sum: Fig. 2 The rms of the positions of ali the macros in

each slice is plotted relative to tile center of the

L - f_ a positron bunch. Tile solid lines are for elect rolls
2_rro_. _ q,qj [1 4- b(x_"L x,,, )a]a (4) and tile dotted lines are for tile positrons (plot-

'J '1" ted relative to the center of the electron bunch).

where The narrow waist is the pinch discussed in the
-2rob(1 4- B,_p) text.

a = (,_)
(_. 4._,,)

Matching procedure to stabilize tile beam
and ro is the classical electron radius, _, and _j, are I,/c
for the electrons and positrons, respectively, and the sum The matching procedure is the 3-D extensio1_ of tile
is over ali macros in each overlapping slice and over ali procedure used in Ref. 3. We assume that inside the
iteration steps as the bunches pass each other, central region of the collision process, electrons behave as

if they are in a space charge lens. That is, the .'lectrons

A relativistic collision code, SWARM, has been writ- are transported in the positron bunch in an adiabatic
ten to perform these calculations. The code models manner with a plasma frequency k(s) = 1/_(s). Tile
bunches in three dimensions, is vectorized, allows for free parameter, z,,,i,,, marks the boundary of this central
large disruption parameters for the beams, and takes into region. The matching requirement is that the bunch sizes
account the finite length of the bunches. Particles in the of the two beams be the same at this z,,,,_, i.e., that
bunches are tracked through the collision process. The #,', -' _v_, _,'_ = %,_ •

" code also calculates rms bunch sizes before, during, and
after the collision along with the resulting Mminosity. Al: Each slice in the electron bunch is populated at z,,_,_
though the code waz written for azymmetri( electron- with macroparticles that are then transported to "pre-
positron colliding beams, it is applicable to a,y two rel- collision" coordinates by free motion. In particular, tile
ativistic colliding beams. A sinfilar model ha_ been used initial coordinates of each macroparticle are determined
to discuss bunch dynamics at high disrupti_,, s by:



_i Pre-colllslorl (@t=O) distributions
and "'(-"'") = {_''" [ 2-_" (,) ,o _. -.-.--.-. -i-.-,.._-.,.1 _ i_ _

r'.(-z.,i.) _ 2uD,, (,7 {/2) (7) ,0 -.'."

where ii ar,d _ are random numbers with a Giullliin ,tj) o p I_.,,_._ "

distribution, the subscripts "p=" imd "pz" refer to the t #)_,_.._l__
positron bunch coordinates x and z, z.i. is the match- t .'ni'_%__.-._%.2L':-" -"

disruption in the x direction. Similar equations hold for -i0[- "_II ".rdm

they direction. [ .""

Initisdcoordinatesarefoundby applyingfreemotion -20
from thematchingpointtothestartingpoint: -_oo -_',oo 0 zoo 400

I(J) iii /_m

z,(-L) = =(-zm,) - ir',(-z,,,,) (8) Fig. 4 The position ofthe negative macros (left of zero)
and the positive macros (right of zero) just prior

and to the collision of the two bunches. The lP is ai

a",(-L) = a"_(-z,,_;,) (9) 0. Note the waist in the negative macro bunch.
This "pre-focusing" is a result of the matching

where we have defined i = L - =,,,,. procedure.

Slice ems(x) around the IP
U..gl.41 tamm. mm

lo '"_" '1 .... 1 .... ! .... 1 .... 1 .... Conclusion

S -- _ We have studied collidi,g beams with high disrup-
tion using a "coulomb law" model. By lnaicliin l, nodes
iii the disrupted electron bunch can be slll,,nthed out if

Sae the electron bullch is properly shaped prior to the col-
- lision. Unfortunately, when matched, the enhancement
"_ factor is not large.

Further studies wilh better statistics, flat beams,

-_ 1 and nlore realistic bunch parameters can now be under-

_. taken.

,+ Valuable discussions with R. Sah and J. S. Wurtele

0 __,_.'_l_ are acknowlegdged.
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